What is the Avery Index?

The Avery Index to Architecture Periodicals is an online database that the CCA Libraries (libraries.cca.edu) subscribe to. It contains citations - author, subject, and title information for thousand of articles published in architecture and design periodicals dating back to the 1930s. Links in the Avery Index will help you determine whether the CCA Libraries have print or online access to the articles you are looking for. The Avery Index does not include book citations, so also search our book catalog.

SEARCH STRATEGIES

Good keyword strategies include:

- Names of architects or firms.
- Specific subjects, materials, or building types.
- Quotation marks around exact names & phrases.
- Note: correct spelling is essential for successful search results.

Try Advanced Search:

- Find building plans by choosing “diagrams,” “drawings,” or “elevations” under the Physical Description menu.
- Limit results to specific published dates (e.g., 2006-present, or 1940-1960).
- Limit results by language.

After you search, you can refine your results using checkboxes and sliders to the left of the screen. Results can be filtered by linked full-text, year published, publications, subjects, and more.

Citations will include links to connect you to our print and online collections. Click Find Journal at CCA to discover if CCA Libraries have a specific issue in print. Current print issues of architectural magazines are on display in Simpson Library. Back issues (two years old and older) are bound together in annual volumes and displayed in alpha/chronological order. Click 360 Link to Full Text to find out if the article exists online in one of our other databases.

To use the Avery Index, point your browser to libraries.cca.edu and look under “Online Resources.”

The Avery Index is available both on and off campus.
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